ABSTRACT. For a commutative fc-algebra B, consider the subalgebra (B®n)Sn of the nth tensor power of B, formed by the tensors invariant under arbitrary permutations of the indices. Necessary and sufficient conditions are found for lB®n)Sn to be Frobenius. When dim* B ^ 2, these say that B is Frobenius and n! is invertible in k, unless B is separable.
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ABSTRACT. For a commutative fc-algebra B, consider the subalgebra (B®n)Sn of the nth tensor power of B, formed by the tensors invariant under arbitrary permutations of the indices. Necessary and sufficient conditions are found for lB®n)Sn to be Frobenius. When dim* B ^ 2, these say that B is Frobenius and n! is invertible in k, unless B is separable.
Some additional cases occur for two-dimensional algebras in positive characteristic, depending on the divisibility of n + 1.
1. Introduction. Let A; be a field, and let S be a commutative fc-algebra. In [1] G. Azumaya considers the following question, raised by N. Jacobson: If S is Frobenius and G is the group of order two generated by r, acting on A = B (g) B by r(ôi (g)&2) = i>2 <8>&i, is the fixed subalgebra AG also Frobenius? (Recall that by definition, B is Frobenius if it is finite-dimensional over k, and B ~ Romk{B, k) as B-modules.) The main result of [1] shows that when B is generated over A; by a single element, then AG is Frobenius if and only if the characteristic of k is different from 2, or B is a direct product of separable field extensions. As an immediate corollary to our theorem below, we obtain a complete answer to Jacobson's question, by showing that the restriction on the number of generators is superfluous.
More generally, in this note we are concerned with the subalgebra of the n-fold fe-tensor product B®n, consisting of symmetric tensors, i.e. the fixed subalgebra of ß<8>n unc|er the action of the symmetric group Sn:
for t G Sn. Our result gives a complete description of those B and n, for which (£j<8>«)S" js pj.0benius. In what follows, all algebras, unless expressly stated, are over k, and have a unit which is preserved by algebra homomorphisms; all unadorned tensor products are taken over k.
THEOREM. For a commutative algebra B, over a field k of characteristic p, the symmetric tensors (B®n)Sn form a Frobenius algebra if and only if (a) B is Frobenius, and (b) one of the following (disjoint) conditions holds:
(i) p = 0;
(ii) p> n;
(iii) 0 < p < n, B ~ k[X]/(X2), and n = p^b -1 for some integers j > 1 and 1 <b<p -1;
(iv) p = 2, B is a quadratic purely inseparable field extension ofk, and n = 2:> -1 for some integer j > 2; (v) 0 < p < n, and B is the direct product of (a finite number of finite) separable field extensions.
REMARK. That condition (a) is necessary for (ß®")s" to be Frobenius is almost immediate, and that (a) together with one of (i)-(v) is sufficient for this to hold, is rather easily seen. Hence, the bulk of our work below goes into showing that when B and (.B®n)Sn are both Frobenius, one of the conditions from (i)-(v) must be satisfied. However, for reasons of exposition, we have chosen a somewhat different arrangement of the material below.
REMARK. In commutative algebra, one usually speaks, meaning the same thing, of Gorenstein algebras, finite-dimensional over k, rather than of Frobenius ones. Hence a natural extension of the question raised in the title would be: When do the symmetric tensors of a finitely-generated commutative fc-algebra form a Gorenstein ring?
That a rather different answer should be expected is indicated by the following immediate corollary of Watanabe's main result in (1) shows that the elementary symmetric functions oq (1 < q < n), together with 1, provide a homogeneous basis for the symmetric tensors. The product rule being oyrjg = (r"J"?)(Tr-|-9, where ct¿ = 0 for i > n, one sees, using the formula O-nftH» (for a = X)a¿pS b = Y.bitf, 0 < a¿ < p-1, 0 < 6¿ < p -1) that a? = 0 for all i, and that if q is not a power of p, then aq is expressible as a product of elements of lower degree. In particular, the elements api, when 1 < pl < n, generate (¿?®n)Sn as a fc-algebra.
Let now j and b be the integers uniquely defined by the inequalities bp° -1 < n < (b + \)p>' -1, (p < n), 1 < b < p -1. The element s = o\~x-■ ■opp-\obpr1 of degree bp> -1 is in the socle of (B®n)Sn : sopi is divisible by opi = 0 for 0 < i < j -1, while deg(sfjpi) = (b + l)p^ -1 > n. Hence, in case n > bp3 -1, the symmetric tensors are not a Frobenius algebra, since a nonzero element of degree n gives a linearly independent from s element of the socle. On the other hand, assume n = bp5 -1; then ahpj = 0, since its degree is bp3 > n. Hence every nonzero product of generators has the form x = <rj°-• •o'a3jZ\o'^, with 0 < a¿ < V -1 (0 < i < j -1), 0 < aj < b -1, and these form a fc-basis of (B®n)s". Taking y = ctJ°-• -o0] with Ci=p -1 -ai (0 < i < j -1), Cj = b -1 -a3-, we see that x ■ y = s, hence s generates the socle of (S®n)s", and we are done. and this integer is divisible by p, since the numerator contains a factor n -r +1 = pq, while the denominator is prime to p (because ji < j < r < p for 2 < ¿ < m).
Case Ha. n -f-1 = pç, and dimfc(0: m2) > 2.
Choose a second element u G (0: m2) such that s, i, u are linearly independent, and choose a basis of B for which em-2 = u, in addition to the previous conditions. Let uei = ßiS (/3¿ G fc, 2 < ¿ < m), and set
Then s'x = 0 when j = j2 -\-■•• -\-jm > p. Otherwise, this product is expressed as a linear combination of decomposable tensors having n -p-\-j entries equal to s, at most one entry equal to u, and the remaining ones equal to t; also, note that an entry equal to u will appear only in case j < p -1. From (1) 4. Proof of the theorem. It is known that the fc-algebra B is Frobenius if and only if the fc-algebra B (g^ fc is Frobenius, fc being the algebraic closure of fc. Moreover, the n-fold tensor product C of Btgfc fc with itself over fc is isomorphic to (S®n)(gfe fc, this isomorphism commutes with the ¿»"-actions on C and on (B®n) (gi^ fc, and CSn ~ (B®n)Sn (g)fc fc. Hence, we can assume fc is algebraically closed.
Suppose (B®n)Sn is Frobenius. In what follows, we assume 0 < p < ra, and dimfc B¿ < 2 for 1 < i < t. When dimfc Bi = 2 for some i, t > 2 is impossible, since by (3) and (4) But all algebras, which after extension of scalars to the algebraic closure, become isomorphic to fc[X]/(X2), are described by conditions (iii) and (iv) of the theorem.
Finally, condition (v) of the theorem (fc arbitrary), becomes equivalent, after passing to the algebraic closure, to the equalities dimfc B¿ = 1 (1 < i < t), and in this case is clearly Frobenius.
